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Current theories of leadership are based mainly on the industrial paradigm emphasizing the preeminence of positional leaders and the machine-like qualities of organizations. Evolutionary and attributional biases tend to reinforce the industrial paradigm. The authors propose an ecological theory of leadership that makes 4 important assertions: (a) Effective leadership processes involve temporary resolutions of a tension between the traditional industrial approach and the neglected ecological approach; (b) specific leaders are less important than they appear because the ecological context is more important than what leaders decide to do; (c) organizations are more adaptive when there is a diversity of genuine input into decision-making processes; and (d) leadership itself is an emergent process arising from the human interactions that make up the organization.

The history of leadership studies has generally been written from the perspective of what Rost (1997) called the industrial paradigm, a perspective that emphasizes the preeminence of leaders and the machine-like qualities of organizations. Our main contention is that the dominance of the traditional industrial paradigm in leadership research and practice is not healthy. Instead, we see leadership processes as involving a tension between the traditional industrial approach and the more neglected ecological approach.

Ecology and Leadership

In the context of biology, “ecology” is the study of the habitats in which organisms live. Many psychologists have applied an ecological framework to psychology. Among the most prominent have been Bronfenbrenner (1979, 1986) and James G. Kelly (1968, 1979). We are particularly indebted to Kelly for applying traditional ecological principles to social settings (e.g., Kelly, Ryan, Altman, & Stelzner, 2000). Borrowing from Kelly’s ecological paradigm, Allen, Stelzner, and Wielkiewicz (1998) elaborated on four ecological principles that are critical to understanding leadership and organizations.

Interdependence

Both biological and social systems consist of interdependent components that have bidirectional influences on each other. The networks that generate leadership are interdependent systems consisting of families, organizations, subgroups within organizations, communities, the natural environment, the economy, and so on. Any attempt to understand the complexities of an organization by focusing on its leader is incomplete. We cannot understand leadership in isolation from the rest of the organization or larger environment.

Open Systems and Feedback Loops

Any organization is completely dependent on inflows of material, information, and other resources. These organizational systems are, themselves, part of larger open systems (economic, political, social, and environmental). Treating organizations as closed systems does not reflect the human enterprise that is the organization (Katz & Kahn, 1978). Furthermore,
attempts to cut off various feedback loops place the organization at risk because its ability to adapt declines. If we are to understand leadership, we must understand it from an open systems perspective, including the interdependent nature of those systems.

**Cycling of Resources**

Biological systems make multiple use of resources. Waste material from one organism becomes nutrients for another in a sustainable cycle. Similarly, leadership processes need to take advantage of the multitude of talent or capacities that exist within the organization. As a result, leadership is developed on an ongoing, long-term basis, rejecting the notion that positional leaders should dominate leadership processes. This does not preclude one individual initiating key actions at a particular point in time, but it does suggest that demanding or expecting a single individual to act as the leadership is unrealistic and inefficient.

**Adaptation**

Biological systems are adaptive through evolutionary processes. A change in climate, for example, causes characteristics adaptive to the change to become more dominant among the organisms in the system. The greater the adaptive learning that takes place within an organizational ecosystem, the greater the ability to respond to the adaptive challenges that the organization, community, or larger society encounters. Structures and processes for learning must be developed throughout an organization so that the system is capable of adaptation to changes in technology, social structures, or economies. This is similar to what Senge (1990) and others (Levitt & March, 1988) have referred to as a “learning organization.”

**Prologue**

Most leadership theories focus on individuals in positions of leadership (e.g., presidents, members of Congress, CEOs, directors, executives, managers, military officers, and chairpersons). We use the term positional leader to describe such individuals. According to many theoretical perspectives (e.g., Boal & Hooijberg, 2001; Chemers, 1997; Zaccaro, 2001), positional leaders are directly responsible for organizational success and adaptation. This represents the industrial side of the tension. The ecological side of the tension sees organizations as complex systems in which an infinite number of variables, including positional leader behaviors, influence adaptation. This ecological-industrial tension exists in every organization. An implication is that organizations incorporating ecological principles into leadership processes will enhance their adaptive characteristics. We discuss why another theory of leadership is needed and then describe a theory of leadership based on ecological principles.

**Leadership Theory and Practice: A Strong Bias Favoring Positional Leaders?**

One reason for adding to the literature on leadership is to shift the focus away from positional leaders. Although positional leaders may profoundly influence organizations, the ecological context also needs to be considered to allow a better understanding of the positional leader’s influence. Attributional processes and evolutionary influences create a bias to view leaders as having an exaggerated role in organizational events. This tendency has both theoretical and practical implications for leadership studies.

**Attribution Processes, Scapegoating, and Self-Fulfilling Prophecies**

Observers from Western cultures seeking to explain the behavior of another person are likely to overestimate the importance of personality factors and underestimate the importance of situational factors (Bond & Smith, 1996; Choi, Nisbett, & Norenzayan, 1999; Kelley, 1973), a tendency called the fundamental attribution error (Bond & Smith, 1996; Harvey & Weary, 1984). The many contexts in which positional leaders can be observed (e.g., speeches, media events, and public appearances) should engender a tendency to attribute their behavior to an internal characteristic, leadership, as opposed to the situational context and organizational history. Many leadership theories have developed around this idea.

Meindl (1995) argued that leadership is a “social construction” and that positional leaders manipulate the context and constructions of
their followers (p. 333). The goal of positional leaders is not to control followers’ behavior but to create the “right impression” or “spin” (e.g., Salancik & Meindl, 1984). The processes that lead to a social construction of leadership, in turn, lead to commitment to the positional leader. Similar ideas are expressed in Kerr and Jermier’s“substitutes for leadership” theory (Kerr & Jermier, 1978; Podsakoff & MacKenzie, 1994), “implicit leadership theory” (Gioia & Sims, 1985; Hall & Lord, 1995), the attribution theory of leadership (McElroy, 1982; Robbins, 1998), the “romance” of leadership (Shamir, 1992), and empirical studies (Kerr & Jermier, 1978; Kirkpatrick & Locke, 1996; Podsakoff, MacKenzie, & Bommer, 1996; Staw & Epstein, 2000). As might be expected, people also have a tendency to attribute organizational performance to leadership (Meindl, Ehrlich, & Dukerich, 1985; Pfeffer, 1977; Phillips & Lord, 1981; Pillai & Meindl, 1998). Thus, the fundamental attribution error is a likely contributor to a tendency to attribute organizational outcomes to “leadership” and the actions of positional leaders. These attribution errors may create difficulty in measuring the causal influences of organizational leaders. One must also question whether leadership researchers and scholars have themselves been biased in their conclusions or approach to leadership.

Positional leaders are often given credit for organizational success, so it is consistent to blame them for organizational failures via scapegoating (Boeker, 1992; Cameron, Kim, & Whetten, 1987). Scapegoating reinforces the attribution of causal responsibility for success and failure to positional leaders. Self-fulfilling prophecies also reinforce these attributions (Hilton & von Hippel, 1996; Macrae & Bodenhausen, 2000). A self-fulfilling prophecy is a prediction about the behavior of an individual that tends to be confirmed and reinforced by the behavior of those around him or her. If a person is labeled a “leader,” the behavior of others in the organization or group may adjust to confirm this stereotype by reinforcing and fostering the positional leader’s role, whereas other members conform to the expectations of the person in the leadership role. These mutually dependent behaviors reinforce the stereotype of the typical leader as one who engages in these behaviors. On a larger scale, the degree to which the media and organization members are likely to focus on the words and actions of positional leaders reinforces the stereotype that these individuals are actually responsible for organizational accomplishments.

Gemmill and Oakley (1992) argued that leadership is a “social myth” that provides individuals with a source of blame for societal problems and a sense of security and protection in a frightening, unpredictable, and uncontrollable world. Furthermore, our anxieties and fears are projected onto positional leaders, which causes us to withdraw from our own responsibilities for making the world a better place. They called this process “deskilling” or taking away our personal skills and ability to influence the world. Misattribution, scapegoating, and stereotyping often elevate positional leaders to a status that goes beyond their ability to influence and control events, with two important consequences. First, positional leaders who reinforce this perspective will be able to enhance their “charismatic” characteristics and influence subordinates or followers to adopt their vision for the organization. If these leaders lack luck or insight, “groupthink” and decisions based on incomplete information may take the organization down a self-destructive, unsustainable path. The second consequence is that positional leaders will experience difficulty influencing a greater proportion of members to participate in leadership processes because other members have been “deskilled” by these attributional biases.

**Biases Created by Our Evolutionary History**

Our evolutionary history may also contribute toward an industrial bias regarding leadership. Humans evolved during the Pleistocene era as hunters and gatherers (Gaulin & McBurney, 2004). This evolutionary history leaves humans with many characteristics that are not completely functional in the modern era, such as the male tendency toward dominance and aggression (Mealey, 2000). These evolutionary factors may also influence our perspective of leadership. Stereotypes of positional leaders as being masculine, aggressive, rational, self-confident, competitive, dominant, task oriented, intelligent, and independent seem to describe an expert Pleistocene hunter. Males who exhibit the trappings of a successful hunter are likely to be
rewarded with leadership positions and their status symbols and with greater reproductive success (Mealey, 2000). Thus, there may be an evolutionary bias to defer “leadership” to individuals with such characteristics because they were associated with hunter-gatherer adaptedness.

Masters (1989) asked why individuals even extend social cooperation to large groups, organizations, and governments. Large-scale cooperative communities are vulnerable to “free riders” or “hitchhikers” who do not contribute a fair share to the common good. When we support such individuals through our organizations, we are undermining our own evolutionary fitness by expending resources that benefit genetically unrelated people. Masters argued that bureaucracies prevent individuals from entering into a commons tragedy by regulating resources. Thus, modern organizations may have evolved in a context that favored bureaucracy and hierarchy because an organization in which all members compete in a free-for-all for its resources would quickly disintegrate. The function of the bureaucracy is to both reward individuals and distribute organizational resources in a way that makes the organization more sustainable, a tendency that favors the industrial side of the ecological–industrial tension. Thus, even though most organizations have a fair share of “hitchhikers,” nonhitchhiking members may still experience a net benefit because organizational resources are not used beyond their regenerative capacity and the organization is better able to compete with other large organizations (Hedrick-Wong, 1998).

Cosmides and Tooby (1992) argued that humans have evolved content-specific cognitive mechanisms for detecting inequities or cheaters in social interactions involving exchanges of resources. One of the key variables in such exchanges is variance in the food supply. If variance is high, some individuals are likely to have stretches when they cannot find or hunt sufficient food, and thus some form of communal sharing is likely. If variance is low and resources are abundant, more authoritarian and hierarchical societies are likely to emerge because survival is not so dependent on equitable social exchanges. Industrialized societies, characterized by an abundance of resources, would reinforce individualistic tendencies rather than collectivism and lead to hierarchical organizations in which individuals tend to hoard their individual resources.

Our inherited tendency to behave as resource-hoarding individualists when resources are abundant may be taking us in an unsustainable direction. For example, it is common knowledge that the oil supplies on which our economy is so dependent may be peaking, which will lead to a period of declining availability and intense competition (Klare, 2004). Effects of industrialization may also lead to shortages in terms of clean air, clean water, and a healthy environment (Oskamp, 2000). Pressures from competing organizations, although always a concern for organizational executives, may not have the psychological impact of triggering more cooperative mechanisms because no one’s personal resources are directly threatened. In fact, top-level executives are often greatly rewarded, even in the face of organizational failure. We believe that the problems facing organizations and society have become exceedingly complex and have existed over long time periods, such that our hunter-gatherer adaptedness is not as functional as it once was. Instead, we must apply more of our evolved cognitive ability to understand and cope with problems. Hedrick-Wong (1998) concluded that evolutionary ideas must be accounted for in the solution to our emerging environmental crisis. Appeals to individuals must be based on the original motives for the evolution of nation-states: preservation of one’s descendants from the ravages of a crippled environment or other organizations. This kind of appeal creates a picture of limited resources that would tend to be associated with more cooperative behavior. If we continue to compete for resources at both the individual and organizational levels, we may enter into a series of commons tragedies that we do not identify because the perception of abundant resources remains strong.

Thus, our evolutionary bias seems to direct us toward the industrial perspective for several reasons. First, the dominance and aggression (but not too much; Dabbs, 1992) displayed by positional leaders is an inherited adaptation. We can also speculate that a certain degree of cooperation and deference toward successful leaders of hunting and gathering groups was adaptive because recognizing success in these endeavors would enhance reproductive potential and survival. Second, the apparent and illusory abun-
dance of resources in Western cultures tends to favor hierarchy and accumulation of resources over cooperation. Third, the evolution of groups also encourages competition because the groups evolved in a context of providing protection from other groups. These evolved characteristics seem to be predominant in organizations today and contribute to the embeddedness of the industrial perspective in our views of organizations.

The Ecology of Leadership

Rost (1993, 1997) concluded that the paradigm for leadership studies in the 20th century was the individual. Leadership was defined as the activities of great men and women. Rost labeled this widely accepted approach the "industrial paradigm" and then redefined leadership around the paradigm of relationship. He stated that leadership is "an influence relationship among leaders and collaborators who intend real changes that reflect their mutual purposes" (Rost, 1997, p. 11). Congruent with the ecological perspective, Rost’s definition emphasizes a collaborative relationship instead of a unidirectional influence process from leader to follower. Our perspective is that a continuing tension between the industrial and ecological paradigms exists.

The ecological paradigm is based on ecological principles (Bronfenbrenner, 1979, 1979; Capra, 1996; Colarelli, 1998; Johnson, 2001; Katz & Kahn, 1978; Kelly, 1968, 1979; Mathews, White, & Long, 1999; J. G. Miller, 1978; Novelli & Taylor, 1993). The theory suggests that if we are to understand leadership, we must do so in the context of ecological systems. The theory was first described by Allen et al. (1998); the six premises of our current version are discussed in the sections to follow.

Premise 1

According to our first premise, leadership is an emergent process. Although cognitive and evolved biases may make it appear as though positional leaders are directing and controlling organizational adaptation, it is far too limiting to define leadership as the activities of positional leaders. Our definition of leadership is that of an emergent process; that is, it emerges from the interactions and actions of individuals within an ecological system. An empirical implication is that correlations between positional leader behavior and organizational performance should always be moderated by contextual variables (e.g., Haleblian & Finkelstein, 1993). Others who have implicitly or explicitly viewed leadership as a process include R. A. Barker (1997); Day (2001); Kelly et al. (2000); King (1990); Salancik, Calder, Rowland, Leblebici, and Conway (1975); and Yukl (1989, 2002). A process view of leadership encourages a focus on decision-making processes and suggests that a key issue is to determine to what extent the ability to influence decisions is distributed among organization members.

However, we are going beyond a simple process view of leadership to state that leadership is actually an emergent process. Emergence is defined as properties of a system that "arise from the interactions and relationships among the parts" (Capra, 1996, p. 29). A good example of such a process is intelligence, which emerges from the interactions among the tissues, cells, and structures that make up the human brain. When we define leadership as an emergent process, we mean that leadership does not consist of the actions of individuals. Instead, leadership emerges from the interactions among individuals. Then this emergent process is translated into adaptive decisions and executive processes. The emergent processes that result in either improvements or declines in the adaptiveness of the organization are defined as its leadership. Adaptiveness can then be operationalized in terms of profitability, growth, competitiveness, stock price, efficiency, sustainability, program effectiveness, and other concepts. The key is to focus on the degree to which the organization is able to adapt to changes in the surrounding ecology.

This definition does not deny the importance of positional leaders. In fact, positional leaders can be a beneficial focus of organizational studies. In contrast to more traditional views, however, we argue that the focus should not be on positional leader decisions and their effects but on the way that decisions emerge from the interactions of positional leaders with all other members of the organization. Two key markers are the existence of participatory structures and the genuineness of participation in these processes by both positional leaders and other organization members. We would also expect to
see that measures reflecting member development would relate to the adaptiveness of the organization.

A positional leader who has control over the distribution of organizational resources has considerable control over the adaptability of the organization. Yet, even the most powerful positional leader is completely dependent on other organization members to carry out decisions and on the surrounding ecology to respond in the way that the leader predicts. Ecological theory predicts that the long-term adaptability of an organization will be associated with finding an appropriate balance between vesting power and control in the positional leader and having a diverse sample of organization members influence leadership processes. Thus, organizational performance should be related to member as well as positional leader behavior (e.g., Koys, 2001).

In an ecological context, the role of positional leaders is to assist organizations in developing processes that make them more adaptive. According to Schein (1992), the role of the leader is to develop an intimate understanding of the organizational culture and then use various mechanisms to promote needed change. Collarelli (1998, 2003), writing from an evolutionary perspective, suggested that organizations are “loosely coupled” and that they are an emergent property of their specific components. Relationships among the parts are “loose” or weakly associated, so it is not possible to accurately predict the impact of a particular intervention or change. The implication is that organizations should be structured for maximum flexibility and adaptiveness rather than to accomplish a specific purpose. Then organization learning will occur as various social technologies and procedures are discarded or retained as a consequence of their functionality. An ecological perspective encourages positional leaders to assist in the emergence of leadership rather than creating change through executive orders and decisions.

**Premise 2**

Premise 2 is that the cognitive task of adaptive organization members is to optimize the tension between the “old school”/industrial perspective and the “new school”/ecological perspective. This premise argues that a balance between the industrial perspective and the ecological perspective is necessary for effective adaptation. Kelly et al. (2000) stated that too much structure can inhibit adaptation, whereas a focus on “process” to the exclusion of structure or hierarchy can cause disintegration. Wielkiewicz (2000, 2002) developed a two-factor measure corresponding to the ecological and industrial perspectives that has the potential to assist in mapping the underlying empirical relationships. The more skill a positional leader brings to the task of balancing the tension between industrial and ecological processes, which implies that both the industrial and ecological dimensions should be strong, the more effective the organization will be. If either perspective guides leadership processes at the expense of the other perspective, the organization is more likely to disintegrate.

Similar ideas are embodied in the “competing values model” (Buenger, Daft, Conlon, & Austin, 1996; Quinn, 1988; Quinn & Rohrbaugh, 1983). The basic principle is that the more an organization adheres to one side of an organizational value while excluding the other side, the greater the danger that the organization will fail to adapt. According to Quinn, organizational failure often results from the inability to “balance” competing values, a task made extremely complex by the fact that the balance point changes according to the developmental stage of the organization. Dedicated pursuit of only one side of the competing values eventually becomes a failing strategy as the context changes. Many contrasting sets of competing values appear in the leadership literature: transactional versus transformational leadership (Pearce & Sims, 2002), democratic versus autocratic leadership (Gastil, 1994), loose versus tight styles of positional leadership (Sagie, 1997), organic versus mechanistic systems (Courtright, Fairhurst, & Rogers, 1989), exploitation versus exploitation (March, 1991), individual versus relationship orientation (Rost, 1997), open versus closed leadership processes (Allen et al., 1998), and the paradoxical roles of organizational cultures as both stabilizing forces and forces for change (Schein, 1992).

A study conducted by Eisenhardt (1989) nicely illustrates the underlying principles. She carefully studied decision-making processes in eight microcomputer firms. One important finding was that consideration of multiple alterna-
tives was faster and more adaptive than making a yes or no decision regarding a single alternative. Another important component of quick and effective decision making was the way in which conflict was handled. The most successful firms had a two-stage process of decision making. Initially, there was an attempt to reach consensus through discussion. Then, if consensus could not be reached, an executive decision was made. Poorly performing companies tended to pursue consensus at the cost of timely decisions. Another way to frame this idea is that it involves a tension between the competing values of process and decision.

**Premise 3**

Our third premise is that leadership occurs in a web of interdependent social and biological systems. According to Heifetz (1994; Sparks, 2002), organizations face two kinds of problems: those that can be solved with “authoritative expertise” and adaptive challenges. Adaptive challenges require fundamental shifts in organizational expertise and the development of new, untried, experimental ways of adapting to a fundamentally changing environment. These concepts parallel the industrial–ecological tension. Solving problems with “authoritative expertise” represents the industrial side of the tension, whereas adaptive challenges require more emphasis on an ecological approach. Allen et al. (1998) identified five universal adaptive challenges that frame the context of organizational adaptation: (a) the need to develop an increasingly global perspective in life and work (Mays, Rubin, Sabourin, & Walker, 1996), (b) the need to live within the limits of our natural environment (Cairns, 1998; Oskamp, 2000), (c) the need to convert the increasing flow of new information into useful knowledge (Wurman, 1989), (d) coping with scientific and technological advances in a way that enhances rather than destroys humanity (Kaku, 1997), and (e) coping with a fast-changing and fluid social ecology (Clark, 1985). In addition to these universal adaptive challenges, organizations must also adapt to local adaptive challenges including local and national regulation, competition, economic factors, finding trained workers, and so on.

The implications of these adaptive challenges for leadership theory are profound. These universal and local adaptive challenges are interactive, so it is difficult to consider any one in isolation from the others. For example, the increasing availability and volume of information applies to each of the other adaptive challenges, in turn increasing the difficulty of understanding their implications. Each adaptive challenge tends to multiply the complexity and uncertainty generated by the other adaptive challenges. Leadership theorizing needs to provide strategies that enable leaders and others to respond flexibly to this dynamic environment. This requires developing a deeper understanding of the interdependent systems context within which organizations exist. Practically, this means that analysis of organization issues should reflect the ability to deal critically with complex events that have multiple causes and effects (e.g., Stanovich, 2001). The complexity of the ecological context creates a tension between devoting resources to thoroughly understanding this context and being more action oriented, which means making timely and effective decisions based on an admittedly incomplete understanding of the context. This idea is elaborated in Premise 4.

**Premise 4**

Premise 4 posits that adaptability is determined by the richness and variability of feedback loops allowed to influence leadership processes. Customer satisfaction is an excellent organizational example of a feedback loop. When incoming information shows that customer satisfaction has declined, organizations usually respond with changes in products or services leading to improved customer feedback. Ignoring customer feedback can negatively affect an organization if customers have choices of other organizations from which to obtain the same products or services. If competition is absent, it may take longer for feedback to develop, but new sources of competition could emerge. Feedback loops are the mechanism through which adaptation occurs. An organization that responds to its relevant feedback loops will be the most adaptive.

How does an organization identify “relevant” feedback loops? There are no guaranteed routes to success. Too much dependence on positional leaders can cause the organization to focus on a limited number of feedback loops, thereby
missing a key feedback loop or adaptive challenge such as developing technology with competitive implications. By themselves, positional leaders may be unable to understand the implications of a new technology. Instead, individuals with relevant knowledge may be at any level of the organization. Furthermore, the knowledge may not even be work related. It may come from a hobby or special interest. The key is to see the industrial–ecological tension that such knowledge creates. Too much attention to the ecological complexity of an adaptive challenge may prevent the organization from making a decision and taking action. Conversely, if the amount of information and knowledge brought to bear on the adaptive challenge is too limited, the organization risks going forward with an inadequate understanding of the problem, which may lead to ineffective decisions and a decline in adaptiveness. The tension must remain active.

Premise 4 predicts that empowering employees increases organizational adaptation (e.g., Kirkman & Rosen, 1999), with the caveat that empowerment may not be effective in all cultures (Robert, Probst, Martocchio, Drasgow, & Lawler, 2000). Forms of empowerment such as “high involvement work processes” (Vandenbergh, Richardson, & Eastman, 1999), organizational citizenship (Podsakoff, MacKenzie, Paine, & Bachrach, 2000; Sivadas & Dwyer, 2000; Tjosvold & Poon, 1998), and democratic, shared, or participative leadership styles (Gastil, 1994; Hambrick & D’Aveni, 1992; Pearce & Sims, 2002; Staw, Sandelands, & Dutton, 1981; Van de Ven, Hudson, & Schroeder, 1984; Wannous, Reichers, & Austin, 2000) would all encourage the broadest contributions to leadership processes, and they have been empirically demonstrated to make positive contributions to organizational adaptiveness. In sum, there is ample evidence that all organization members can beneficially contribute to identifying relevant organizational feedback loops.

In contrast, constricting feedback loops, which would be associated with overemphasis of the industrial side of the tension, interferes with adaptation. V. I. Barker and Mone (1998) studied the relationship of the “mechanistic shift” to several organizational variables in 29 manufacturing firms in decline as a result of problems unrelated to economic difficulties in a specific industry. The mechanistic shift is a tendency for organizations undergoing decline to become more organizationally rigid, with centralization of organizational decisions, increasing use of rules and formalized procedures, decreased meetings and communication across the organization, and less time spent by managers in analyzing key data and decisions (Arogyaswamy, Barker, & Yasai-Ardekani, 1995; V. I. Barker & Mone, 1998; Staw et al., 1981). Barker and Mone (1998) described the potential impact of the mechanistic shift as follows:

Mechanistic firms may have more difficulty changing their strategic orientation in response to decline, as authority is consolidated with people who interact less directly with the environment, top managers receive or develop fewer alternatives due to less vertical communication, and formalization of procedures blocks the generation of innovative solutions. (p. 1228)

Barker and Mone’s (1998) main finding was that as the degree of mechanistic shift increased, the probability of actions likely to bring the company to a successful turnaround declined. A more detailed analysis revealed that the most powerful predictors of failure in strategic reorientation were more centralized and less participative decision processes. Jennings and Seaman (1994) also demonstrated that the organic structure is associated with superior adaptation to environmental change. Thus, restricted flow of communication and overdependence on hierarchical leadership, both characteristic of the industrial side of the tension, may inhibit adaptability.

Premise 4 implies that group decision processes are advantageous for an organization because they maximize the number of feedback loops influencing leadership processes. However, some caution is necessary to avoid unfavorable processes such as groupthink (Janis, 1982). Lerner and Tetlock (1999) recently reviewed related literature on outcome versus process accountability. Process accountability means having to justify the process of making a decision, as opposed to allowing the outcome to be the measure of accountability. Outcome accountability has detrimental effects, such as overcommitment to a strategy and poorer performance, whereas process accountability may attenuate problems such as stereotyping, groupthink, social loafing in group tasks, and concurrence seeking in group discussions and ensure that the information brought to bear on a problem or issue is diverse and representative of
all perspectives. Other ways of improving group processes include the following: (a) use of “methodical decision-making procedures” (Moorhead, Neck, & West, 1998, p. 346), open, participative leadership processes, and interaction with the environment outside the decision-making team’s normal boundaries via membership turnover or having members be on several teams (Moorhead et al., 1998); (b) devil’s advocacy, introducing information about the base rate of success, searching for examples of failure (as opposed to resting arguments on small numbers of successful cases), and discussing why key variables may be out of the control of the team (Houghton, Simon, Aquino, & Goldberg, 2000); (c) following brainstorming protocols and having group members brainstorm in private before the group meets to evaluate ideas (McCaugley, 1998); and (d) having in place positional leaders who encourage disagreement and participation, emphasize that reaching a wise decision is important, encourage divergent opinions, and avoid strongly stating an opinion at the beginning of the process (Z. Chen, Lawson, Gordon, & McIntosh, 1996; Leana, 1985; Neck & Moorhead, 1995; Schafer & Crichlow, 1996).

A key principle of an ecological theory of leadership concerns the importance of diversity and feedback loops. As Capra (1996) has stated, “A diverse community will be able to survive and reorganize itself. . . . In other words, the more complex its pattern of interconnections, the more resilient it will be” (p. 303). Thus, a key to effective organizational action is to recognize that any decision is made in the context of many systems, such as competing organizations, the environment, the economy, local and world communities, and families, all interacting in highly complex, interdependent ways. Organizations that engage as many feedback loops as possible from these systems into leadership processes are most likely to generate effective responses to their challenges. This requires an organizational structure that creates multiple opportunities for organization members to influence leadership processes. This must be combined with awareness that too much emphasis on process (the ecological side of the tension) can interfere with timely and effective decision making. Thus, it is important to retain an active tension between process and decision making.

**Premise 5**

According to Premise 5, a tension exists between a need for human and social diversity within the organization and single-minded pursuit of common goals and objectives. Diverse groups of organization members contribute to organizational adaptability (Bantel & Jackson, 1989; Krishnan, Miller, & Judge, 1997; Mai-Dalton, 1993; Nemeth, 1995; Ng & Van Dyne, 2001; Paulus, 2000). This idea comes directly from ecological principles (Capra, 1996; Klingspor, 1973). The more diversity within a system, the more adaptable it will be, because variability enhances the ability of the system to generate a wide range of adaptive strategies. One implication is that positional leaders need some degree of belief in the idea that they are essentially equal to other members. The idea that they are a talented and elite corps deserving of privilege is inappropriate. Such views lead to mistreatment of members, loss of focus on their development, and their exclusion from participation in leadership processes. Gray, Connor, and Decatur (1994) developed a measure of belief in equality that appears to have validity in organizational contexts. Higher beliefs in equality should be associated with a host of positive organizational outcomes because such beliefs encourage broad participation in leadership processes.

When individuals perceive that they are supported by the organization, they tend to reciprocate with increased commitment and performance (Eisenberger, Armeli, Rexwinkel, Lynch, & Rhoades, 2001; Lynch, Eisenberger, & Armeli, 1999), which enhances the diversity of ideas applied to leadership processes. D. Miller and Lee (2001) performed an interesting study of this phenomenon in a sample of Korean companies. They began with the argument that “assiduous” environmental scanning should be useful for many companies because it could reveal “important customer needs, market threats and opportunities, as well as areas of strategy requiring improvement” (p. 168). They hypothesized that the quality of scanning activity would be related to the degree of genuine commitment shown toward employees, which would “minimize parochial politics and facilitate effective collaboration” (p. 170). Consistent with these predictions, they found that the effects of information processing, collaboration,
and initiative on financial performance were enhanced by genuine commitment to employees. This effect was strongest in uncertain environments. An interesting empirical question is whether these results generalize to companies in other countries, particularly the United States.

Elron (1997) demonstrated that cultural heterogeneity among top management teams from international branches of multinational corporations enhanced objective organizational performance. This occurred despite evidence that cultural heterogeneity was associated with higher issue-based conflict within the team, which itself was related to the perception that team performance was weakened by such conflict. However, the overall effect of cultural heterogeneity on objective performance was positive. The inference was that cultural heterogeneity enabled the teams to integrate both local and global knowledge to enhance performance. The perception that issue-based conflict had a negative effect on team performance was not surprising and suggested a need for training in conflict management and resolution (e.g., Robbins, 2003, p. 92). Elron also suggested that increased cultural diversity would be an asset to teams at all organizational levels. Hambrick, Cho, and Chen (1996) found that top management team diversity contributed to profits and market share of airline companies. There is also substantial empirical evidence that gender diversity enhances organizational performance (Bass & Avolio, 1994; Neubert, 1999). Finally, the effects of diversity appear to be enhanced when the organization has a collectivistic as opposed to individualist culture (Chatman, Polzer, Barsade, & Neale, 1998).

We have emphasized the ecological side of the tension because we believe that leadership studies and practices have been dominated by the industrial perspective. An organization’s human resources generate the strategies needed for adaptation to a challenging, rapidly changing, and sometimes hostile environment. The more diversity in an organization’s human resources, the more able the organization will be to generate adaptive strategies. However, with definite limits on the number of such strategies that can actually be implemented and time constraints on developing strategies, the industrial side of the tension must also be acknowledged so that the organization can focus personnel and resources on strategies it believes will increase adaptation. A homogeneous organizational culture is likely to keep the organization focused on successful adaptive strategies, but at the expense of failing to detect environmental shifts to which the organization needs to adjust. Strong hierarchical structures, with most decision powers vested in positional leaders, may dramatically decrease the diversity of thinking applied to adaptive challenges. Furthermore, hierarchical organizational structures are likely to contribute to “organizational silence,” which can be demoralizing and detrimental to the organization (Morrison & Milliken, 2000). Maintaining the diversity needed for success is a critical function of positional leaders.

**Premise 6**

Finally, Premise 6 is that leadership processes need to be evaluated in terms of how adaptively an organization responds to its long-term challenges. Hannan and Freeman (1984, 1989) used evolutionary principles to describe organizational adaptation. They argued that the inertial forces to which organizations are subject prevents them from making the radical changes needed for adapting to environmental threats. High levels of structural inertia are the result of sunk costs, relationships with other organizations, a need for accountability and reliability, and legal barriers, all working against radical change. Starbuck (1983) reached a similar conclusion, arguing that organizations often become locked into “action patterns” that prevent successful adaptation to the environment. Thus, most organizations are faced with conditions that favor inertia, which, in turn, causes them to be resistant to change. When the environment changes radically, these organizations are more likely to fail and be replaced.

Christensen (2000) showed that even well-managed firms could fail in the face of what he called “disruptive technology.” These technologies initially perform worse than existing technologies, but they also have a characteristic desired by some segment of the market. Christensen found that typical tools of good management, such as better planning, harder work, and being customer driven, all tended to make things worse for larger companies. They could not identify good business reasons to invest in disruptive technologies because they could not envision a market for them among their current
customers. An ecological perspective suggests that organizations with mechanisms to detect the possibility of such disruptive trends are more likely to successfully adapt. In contrast, an organization devoting all of its resources to exploring the environment for such trends may fail to ever execute its adaptive strategies. Thus, a tension between these two extremes remains the only constant for an adaptive organization.

We chose the word “ecological” to describe this theory both for its ability to convey a set of important principles and its implications for our environmental future. One of the most important feedback loops that is being suppressed and ignored concerns our environment. Organizations that ignore the environmental feedback loops may be undermining their own adaptability and that of the larger communities to which we all belong (Oskamp, 2000). We rarely see the immediate and direct effects of unsustainable behaviors on our environment. These effects accumulate over time, and concerns about them can be easily outweighed by short-term considerations such as the drive for profit (Bakan, 2004). Adaptability requires that organizations develop sensitivity to feedback loops that provide information about the environmental sustainability of their practices.

Andersson and Bateman (2000) found that frequent environmental scanning (i.e., searching for relevant feedback loops) was an important component of moving companies toward addressing environmental issues. They also found that the nature of the organization, particularly whether the organization had a strong “environmental paradigm,” was associated with the success of environmental initiatives. Qualitative analysis indicated that moving an organization toward addressing environmental issues was most successful when financial advantages were emphasized. This is congruent with McWilliams and Siegel’s (2001) theory of corporate social responsibility. We must learn how to identify and activate the tensions that enable organizations to critically examine their impact on humanity’s long-term environmental future. At the present time, there seems to be an absence of such a tension in many public corporations (Bakan, 2004; Cairns, 1998; Simon, 2000; Terry, 1995). An ecological perspective of leadership predicts that such actions can generate long-term feedback loops that can eventually harm the organization. Thus, more organizations need to be responding to the neglected ecological side of the industrial–ecological tension. The absence of a dynamic tension related to environmental and other issues will leave far too many organizations without the knowledge and diversity of ideas they need to respond to the adaptive challenges of the present and future.

Leadership Theory for the Future

Dunphy (1996) suggested five criteria for evaluating a theory of organizational change: a basic organizational metaphor, a model for understanding organizational processes, an ideal model of the effective organization, a theory of intervention, and a definition of the change agent’s role. A review of ecological theory using these criteria summarizes its salient characteristics.

The basic organizational metaphor is ecological systems. However, we do not say that organizations are like ecological systems; we say they are ecological systems. The internal structure of an organization is a system, and any organization interacts with other systems as well. An ecological model allows one to clearly see the complexity of the systems and the adaptive challenges to which each organization must respond. The ecological model also stands as a reminder of the environmental challenges faced by the entire human race and the need for each organization to effectively face those challenges.

Leadership is an emergent process that can be detached from positional leaders. Our model for understanding organizational processes is to focus on the processes involved in adapting to the ecosystem. These processes emerge from the interactions among members of the organization. Thus, the focus is on the style and substance of these interactions throughout the organization instead of the personality and actions of positional leaders alone. An understanding of organizational processes emerges from observing the patterns of interactions. However, the appearance of a stable pattern may be a signal that the organization needs to beware of environmental shifts that could make the current adaptation obsolete.

The ideal organization has a clear vision of the industrial versus ecological tension and has introduced mechanisms into leadership pro-
cesses that counter the attributional biases that cause some to see leadership as a characteristic owned by positional leaders. The presence of a high degree of “cooperative competency” (Sivadas & Dwyer, 2000) and democratic or participative processes would be two indicators that an organization is leaning in this direction. The organization also would understand the benefits that a long-term perspective can offer over a short-term perspective. The weight given to a long-term perspective leads the organization to implement environmentally friendly practices, emphasize human development, avoid exploitation of workers or customers, and keep positional leader compensation at reasonable levels.

Our intervention theory centers around the concept of ecological versus industrial tension, which is a hypothetical construct summarizing the presence of the various processes that we believe affect an organization. In our view, most organizations need to decrease their dependence on positional leaders, increase input from organizational experts, involve the entire organization in environmental scanning, subject decisions to review and criticism by organizational members, and enhance organizational diversity. The role of the change agent is to assist the organization in moving in these directions while helping it avoid groupthink and other faulty decision-making processes. This will require careful intervention, especially if the organization or group has a history of downsizing or petty tyranny (Ashforth, 1994). In such contexts, obtaining genuine input into leadership processes and breaking down systemic barriers that create “organizational silence” (Morrison & Milliken, 2000) may be extremely difficult, as employees may view the invitations as feigned rather than genuine (Harlos, 2001).

In summary, we believe that the ecological paradigm has the prerequisites of a complete theory of leadership. As is the case with all theories, it must adapt to subsequent empirical evidence. However, we hope that it inspires new investigations of leadership processes and organizational adaptation.
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